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1.1 Summary
The Cargoloop, a hyperloop for transporting freight in which 
autonomous vehicles travel through low pressure tubes at 
speeds up to 700 km/h, can be a real game-changer in logistics. 
The system enables end-to-end zero emission delivery of parcels 
continent-wide within hours and it would allow businesses to 
consolidate their stock in one European warehouse rather than 
the trend we’re currently seeing of opening multiple warehouses 
to be able to meet the customer demand for same or next day 
delivery. 

A hyperloop for cargo has the potential to limit road and air 
freight traffic related to e-commerce logistics, reduce the 
physical footprint of warehousing space, the carbon footprint 
of e-commerce logistics and increase the service levels of online 
businesses to their customers, both B2C and B2B.

1.2 Reading guide
Chapters two and three of this vision paper briefly explain 
the future e-commerce challenges and the consequences for 
logistics flows. Chapter four introduces Cargoloop and how it 
could potentially address these challenges as a future-proof 
modality for e-commerce. Chapter five tries to answer the 
question: how do we get to a European hyperloop network for 
cargo? 

1.3 Why and how of this vision paper
In the age of e-commerce it is time to re-imagine the way we 
transport goods. What if it was possible to achieve same or next 
day delivery across Europe, completely emission free? Realize 
a truly integrated and inclusive European online market? Clear 
space in our cities and highways while we move part of the 
transport of parcels to an autonomous freight system? That is 
the potential of a European hyperloop system for cargo: the 
Cargoloop.

To develop and test the logistical concept of a hyperloop for 
e-commerce, a series of workshops was organized by Hardt 
Hyperloop. Under the supervision of Amsterdam University of 
Applied Sciences, representatives of the Netherlands’ largest 
e-commerce platform bol.com and main parcel carrier PostNL 
have given their valuable input on e-commerce fulfilment 
challenges and feedback on the Cargoloop concept and hub 
functionality. The collaboration resulted in this vision paper.
 
The publication is accompanied by a video, produced by Hardt 
Hyperloop.

The Hyperloop for E-commerce Vision Paper study is co-financed 
by the European Commission within the H2020 Planet project.

1.4 Disclaimer
This vision paper does not reflect any preferences or expectations 
from participating parties Amsterdam University of Applied 
Sciences, PostNL and bol.com. 

The claims about Hardt, hyperloop and Cargoloop are based on 
current concepts and may change.
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2.1 The customer expects quick and on-demand delivery
With the pace of digitization increasing rapidly, so is the power of 
the consumer. As a result, logistics must be based on customers’ 
needs. The buyer demands speed of delivery, in Western Europe 
maximum two days, and a choice of delivery, both in place and 
exact moment (figure 1 and figure 2). Furthermore, it is expected 
that sustainable delivery options will be valued more. 

2.2 Platforms and marketplaces gain popularity
Logistics follows strategy. Marketplaces and major platforms 
are a great way for online sellers to enter the market. Some are 
specialized in certain products, like Zalando with fashion. Others 
are the leading marketplace in a certain geographic region, like 
bol.com in the Benelux. They host a variety of platform partners 
that can choose to do the fulfilment themselves, outsource it to 
the platform, or outsource to a specialized third-party logistics 
company. The fulfilment strategy of the online seller, to a large 
extent, depends on quick access to its main markets, i.e. locating 
stock close to the potential buyer.

Four out of five consumers want 
to be able to choose how an item 
is delivered
Figure 1

Total retail e-commerce revenue 
in Europe expected to almost 
double between 2017-2025
Figure 2
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2.3 Retailers and brands go omnichannel
Established brands and retailers develop hybrid fulfilment 
networks: a combination of central warehouses in regions and 
decentralized warehouses at cities from where both consumers 
and local stores are supplied. For example, building fulfilment 
capacity was at the center of Nike’s supply chain strategy in 
2020 as the company attempted to move away from wholesale 
distribution and towards direct sales to consumers. The 
sportswear brand tripled its own global fulfilment capacity. 
This is a typical example of a brand which is increasingly selling 
directly to end-customers and prefers to do so from a centralized 
fulfilment center³.

2.4 Automated fulfilment leads to centralization and 
XXL warehouses
As more and more platforms and logistics service providers are 
looking to invest in warehouse automation to improve efficiency, 
they are also scaling up their operations. An efficient, automated 
warehouse typically has a large footprint and the demand for 
large scale plots for XXL warehouses (>40.000 m²) has soared 
in recent years. The availability of these plots is limited in the 
popular existing logistics hot spots and new large scale logistics 
concentrations are bound to emerge in the coming decade¹.



Market size in Europe 
of the express and small 
parcels between 2012-
2020 in billion euros
Figure 3

3.1 On-demand and fast delivery: ramifications for the 
whole chain
Consumer-driven e-commerce supply chains result in a 
conundrum. On the one hand, same or next day on-demand 
delivery requires stock locations at arm’s length, near our 
metropolitan areas, while always ensuring availability of 
products. On the other hand, reduction of cost and complexity 
favors centralization of stock. Brands and online sellers are 
struggling to find the balance. One option is to have forward 
stock locations close to the main markets, another is to work 
with (retail) partners that have a foothold in local markets 
and stock the products in their own fulfilment center. Either 
way, stock is distributed across various locations and is often 
duplicated which may lead to high overall logistics costs, risk of 
dead stock, limited availability and loss of margin², ³.

3.2 Value of time and reliability
Same or next day delivery is a major selling point for online 
webshops, especially for fashionable or critical items. And this 
is not limited to B2C. In fact, for the express delivery industry 
(based on air networks and next day delivery) the B2B market is 
still the major driver. Items like spare parts, samples, high tech 
and valuable products represent a major market that demands 
speed and reliability. Millennials and Gen-Z, two generations 
born after 1981, are shaping the next-generation shopping 
trends. While millennials are more price sensitive and value-
driven, Gen Z is more focused on a brand’s social responsibility, 
and less tolerant of connectivity issues and inferior service. 
As these next generation consumers will also be tomorrow’s 
purchasers at companies, the service level expectations will 
only become higher. With current the logistical set-up it is 
challenging to reach the required reliability.

3.3 Increase of cross border volumes
The online cross-border market in Europe was worth an 
estimated 146 billion euros in 2020, an increase of 35% in a 
single year, pushed by the pandemic but reflecting a continuous, 
significant growth. About one in four orders is now ordered in 
another country and this share is predicted to grow ⁴. Customers 
are increasingly comfortable with cross-border fulfilment and 
ordering products in foreign webshops. At the same time, 
platforms are all working on scaling up their hubs (both in size 
and number) that typically serve multiple countries. 

The express and small parcel logistics market has also jumped 
during the Corona Pandemic to an estimated 77 billion Euros 
per year (figure 3). This continuous growth is a result from 
the growing demand for quick delivery of small parcels across 
longer distances.

3.4 Consequences for the environment
Prologis estimates that online retailers need three times 
more logistics real estate than offline retailers because of the 
extra handling and centralized stock². And with the customer 
expecting same or next day delivery, these logistics facilities 
are often located in urban regions where they compete with 
housing or green areas. Due to our increased need for goods, 
the European Commission expects road traffic to increase by 
60% until 2050 putting strain on existing road infrastructure and 
requiring further investments in highways. Moreover, long haul 
trucking and air transport are the most difficult to decarbonize. 
More traffic means more emissions unless the transition from 
fossil to green energy can be made successfully.

CH A P T ER T HR EE
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4.1 What is Cargoloop?
Cargoloop is a new, high speed mode of transport for cargo, 
designed by Hardt Hyperloop and powered by hyperloop 
technology. It transports parcels and pallets in magnetically 
levitated and propelled Cargoloop vehicles across a network 
of low-pressure tubes, capable of high-speed and driverless 
operations, offering continuous capacity for transporting cargo 
towards their destinations without intermediate stops.

Due to limited drag and its efficient propulsion system, cargo 
can be transported quicker and  more energy efficient than 
other transport modes.

Cargoloop is envisaged to operate on an open hyperloop 
network, enabling any shipper or logistics company to use it.

4.2 The Hyperloop network
The future European hyperloop network consists of high 
speeds core links (of up to 700 km/h) that connect European 
countries. Within these countries, regional loops connect 
fulfilment locations, such as logistics parks, and consumption 
and production centers, for example, cities. Regional hyperloop 
connections are tailored to ensure spatial integration into 
densely populated areas with minimal visual impact on urban 
landscape. Furthermore, the hyperloop infrastructure does not 
create any noise or vibrations. 

With Cargoloop vehicles travelling directly from origin to 
destination, at speeds of up to 700 km/h, same day delivery 
across Europe is realistic, even when you take into account the 
first and last mile transport. 

4.3 The Cargoloop vehicle
The vehicle that carries cargo in the hyperloop network is 
optimized for the transport of parcels and pallets. Custom parcel 
containers, that are loaded automatically onto the Cargoloop 
vehicles, can carry between 150 and 300 parcels. 

Furthermore, the vehicle is designed perfectly around pallet-

size freight. Both Euro pallets and block pallets can be 
accommodated up to a height of 1 meter 35 cm. Multiple pallets 
can be positioned next to each other allowing one cargoloop 
vehicle to carry 3 to 6 Euro pallets. Either loose loaded or 
palletized, the cargoloop vehicle transports smaller loads than 
trucks, achieving a higher load factor and increasing frequency.
The vehicle navigates the network autonomously and propels 
itself in the tube. It platoons with other vehicles to optimize 
energy use and tube capacity while it can individually choose an 
exit while in a platoon. 

Demand fluctuation, which is quite common in the sector, 
should be addressed by the learning capabilities of the system 
and the ability to quickly add vehicles if needed.

4.4 The Cargoloop hub
The station where the parcels are transferred from the Cargoloop 
vehicle to other modes of transport is called the Cargoloop hub. 
It is located near clusters of logistics and fulfilment facilities 
and in urban areas. The hub is fully automated, allowing a high 
throughput and reliable service, potentially enabling operations 
up to 24/7. It features loading docks for zero emission, short 
range freight vehicles and possibly automated electric dollies or 
conveyors to nearby facilities.

4.5 Cargoloop enables centralization while keeping the 
sustainability and on-demand delivery promise
One of the key challenges that online sellers, manufacturers 
and brands are facing, is meeting the same or next day delivery 
promise while keeping fulfilment costs and stock complexity 
within bounds.

For products (both B2C and B2B) with high value density and high 
packaging density, high risk of obsolescence and high margin 
products like fashion and tech, centralization of inventory and 
operations is the best cost option. However, with decreasing 
customer lead times, centralization is not the best fulfilment 
option as next day and same day delivery is the benchmark set 
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by market leaders. Cargoloop offers exactly that: same or next 
day delivery from one central location without any emissions.

4.6 Cargoloop empowers small and medium-sized 
online sellers across the EU
The European Commission is breaking down online barriers so 
that people can enjoy full access to all goods and services offered 
online by businesses in the EU. Cross-border parcel delivery 
prices for consumers are now on average 3-5 times higher than 
domestic delivery prices for all products. Around 62 percent of 
companies that wish to sell online identify high delivery costs 
and long lead times as a problem. This is an obstacle for the 
development of cross border e-commerce⁵. The Cargoloop 
system allows small and medium sized businesses across the EU 
to offer same or next day delivery at affordable prices, without 
having to duplicate stock and processes in multiple locations, 
which is expensive and not feasible for small entrepreneurs. 

4.7 The perfect solution for the middle mile
Long distance transport is one of only two industries that failed 
to reduce carbon emissions since 1990 (the other being data 
centers). And there is no technological solution yet to meet 
the Paris Climate Agreement target of 60% reduction of road 
transport emissions in 2050. Great strides are made in short 

distance transport, where electric trucks are quickly becoming 
an economical and operational alternative to diesel trucks. 
However, efficient electric long distance trucking and flying 
poses physical challenges. By executing the middle or the long 
haul by Cargoloop, emissions are reduced to zero and speed 
increased by 300% to 800%. By saving time in the middle mile 
(maximum a few hours between European cities), the last mile 
can be organized more efficiently and still meet the same or 
next day target.

4.8 Contribution towards a physical internet
The ambition is to achieve EU-wide co-modal transport services 
within a well synchronized, smart and seamless network, 
supported by corridors and hubs, providing optimal support 
to supply chains. It involves a step change from the current 
system, towards the ultimate vision of the Physical Internet, 
by synchronizing intermodal services between modes and 
with shippers with different speeds and lead times, (referred 
to as synchromodality), aligning equipment, containerization 
and services on corridors and hubs and integrating these into 
networks. Hyperloop as a modality for freight achieving air 
transport speeds without emissions is the only sustainable 
solution for time-sensitive shipments and therefore fills in a 
major gap in the physical internet vision.

Hyperloop for E-commerce   6



5.1 Issues to be solved on a road towards realization
Developing a system to enable the autonomous, sustainable 
and high speed transport of goods through the continental 
hyperloop network poses major opportunities. However, there 
are some clear challenges as well.

Firstly, even though the core technologies have been tested 
and validated, they need to be showcased and tested at full 
scale. Many hyperloop companies, including Hardt Hyperloop, 
are developing test centers around the globe for this purpose. 
Hardt’s initiative, the European Hyperloop Center in Groningen, 
the Netherlands, will boast a 2.7 kilometer, high speed test 
track where the hyperloop infrastructure and Cargoloop vehicle 
will be tested. The EHC will also test the autonomous loading 
concept, and the safety, reliability and efficiency claims of the 
system. The EHC is expected to open its first phase in 2023.

Secondly, Hardt will further engage with the logistics industry 
and shippers to optimize the functionalities and requirements of 
the system and finetune the desired layout of the network. The 
goal is to develop a cost-competitive transport modality that 
meets the needs of the future.

Finally, the promise of hyperloop can only be realized with 
support from the public and policy makers. It will require long 
term vision, commitment and  implementation in spatial and 
infrastructure plans.

5.2 Operational and control challenges
A highly reliable and autonomous system like Cargoloop that 
is not interfered by weather, human error or other traffic, offers 
excellent opportunities for predictable transport. When the 
estimated time of arrival can be predicted to the second, the 
last mile can be planned more efficiently as well. This asks for a 
perfect IT integration with its users as well as solid agreements 
on availability and capacity while maintaining the open character 
of the network. 

Data alignment is core to the Cargoloop concept and this 
new mode of transport offers the possibility of designing a 
comprehensive operational and tactical control model from 
scratch.

5.3 Time to act is now
As the number of air and road transport kilometers is expected 
to grow and existing air and road vehicle technologies are not 
capable of eliminating long distance emissions, any promising 
innovation that could prove to be a solution deserves full 
attention. While the deadline to meet Paris Climate Agreement 
goals is approaching, any action that can accelerate the 
development of green modes of transport like hyperloop should 
be taken.

5.4 Everyone needs to be involved
Building a new, continental transport system from scratch is a 
substantial undertaking, to say the least. Finding the financial, 
commercial and political support to develop a hyperloop 
network in Europe requires the involvement of all stakeholders. 
This vision paper is a first step, aimed at exploring the potential of 
cargo transport by hyperloop. We welcome further explorations 
with anyone that is involved in retail, logistics, transport or 
infrastructure. 
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While the deadline to meet Paris Climate Agreement 
goals is approaching, any action that can accelerate 
the development of green modes of transport like 
hyperloop should be taken. 
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More information?
Interested in a collaboration or want to know 
more? Please contact Stan for more information.

Stan de Caluwe | Business Developer Cargo
Stan@hardt.global
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